Revisiting the etiological aspects of dissociative identity disorder: a biopsychosocial perspective
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Abstract: Dissociative identity disorder (DID) is a chronic post-traumatic disorder where developmentally stressful events in childhood, including abuse, emotional neglect, disturbed attachment, and boundary violations are central and typical etiological factors. Familial, societal, and cultural factors may give rise to the trauma and/or they may influence the expression of DID. Memory and the construction of self-identity are cognitive processes that appear markedly and centrally disrupted in DID and are related to its etiology. Enduring decoupling of psychological modes may create separate senses of self, and metamemory processes may be involved in interidentity amnesia. Neurobiological differences have been demonstrated between dissociative identities within patients with DID and between patients with DID and controls. Given the current evidence, DID as a diagnostic entity cannot be explained as a phenomenon created by iatrogenic influences, suggestibility, malingering, or social role-taking. On the contrary, DID is an empirically robust chronic psychiatric disorder based on neurobiological, cognitive, and interpersonal non-integration as a response to unbearable stress. While current evidence is sufficient to firmly establish this etiological stance, given the wide opportunities for innovative research, the disorder is still understudied. Comparison of well-selected samples of DID patients with non-dissociative subjects who have other psychiatric disorders would further delineate the neurobiological and cognitive features of the disorder, whereas genetic research on DID would further illuminate the interaction of the individual with environmental stress. As such, DID may be seen as an exemplary disease model of the biopsychosocial paradigm in psychiatry.
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Introduction

Dissociative identity disorder (DID) is multifactorial in its etiology. Whereas psychosocial etiologies of DID include developmental traumatization and sociocognitive sequelae, biological factors include trauma-generated neurobiological responses. Biologically derived traits and epigenetic mechanisms are also likely to be at play. At this point, no direct examination of genetics has occurred in DID. However, it is likely to exist, given the genetic link to dissociation in general and in relation to childhood adversity in particular.1,2

Studies conducted in various countries led to a consensus about prevalences of DID:1 5% among psychiatric inpatients, 2–3% among outpatients, and 1% in the general population. Prevalences appear heightened among adolescent psychiatric outpatients and in the psychiatric emergency unit.4,5 The latter points to the acute transient crisis...
situations that may be superimposed on an underlying DID. Such crises usually serve as a diagnostic window for the clinician in conditions when core symptoms of DID remain dormant until a stressful event triggers a more prominent manifestation.

Self-report instruments such as the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES), the Dissociation Questionnaire (DISQ), and the Multidimensional Inventory of Dissociation (MID) serve as potential screening measures for patients with DID. Clinician-administered instruments such as the Dissociative Disorders Interview Schedule (DDIS) and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Dissociative Disorders (SCID-D) guide the clinician in making a firm diagnosis of DID.

DID is a stable diagnostic category when the primary components of the disorder are considered: the existence of dissociative identities, confusion about and alterations between them, amnesia, and experiences of depersonalization and derealization. The foundation of dissociative identities is thought to be divisions or dissociations within the individual at the level of identity or the personality. Dissociation or a breakdown of integration between psychobiological aspects and systems that make up the totality of the person’s functioning can occur at the level of sensation (e.g., temporary/functional blindness), cognition (e.g., amnesia), affect (e.g., numbing), behavior (e.g., temporary/functional paralysis), and consciousness (e.g., ego-observing depersonalization), among others.

Yet, when all these systems come together to underpin and maintain a person’s identity, and dissociation occurs at this (identity/personality) level, it creates dissociative identities. Here, separate organized systems of functioning, with their own unique perspective on the world and who they are, appear to co-exist within the individual. Each of these identities has their own first-person perspective (multiple “I” selves) and breaks in consciousness between these identities, which do not occur in PTSD.

More severe and earlier-onset child abuse appears to differentiate DID from other disorders. Large-scale clinical and epidemiological studies in the United States, Australia, Turkey, Puerto Rico, the Netherlands, Germany, and Canada have consistently found that DID is linked to antecedent chronic abusive experiences in childhood, typically at the hands of an attachment figure. A large representative sample of women from the general population in Turkey (N=994) was evaluated in three stages: after completing a self-report measure of dissociation, two groups of participants with high and low scores were administered the DDIS by a researcher blind to scores, followed by blinded clinical examination. The researchers were able to identify four cases of DID, all of whom reported childhood abuse and/or neglect.

Dalenberg et al calculated Ross and Ness’ comparison of physical and sexual abuse in DID patients and controls, finding effect sizes of 0.74–0.78. By using corroborating documentation from hospital, police, and child protection agencies or witnesses, several studies have confirmed histories of severe abuse in DID. In most clinical series, childhood abuse and/or neglect is reported by 90–100% of the patients directly during the study examination. Dissociative amnesia for childhood events may prevent such reports by some of the patients.

Milder presentations of DID are sometimes associated with traumatization that is covert, such as enduring severely dysfunctional communication and relationship styles in family members, including subtle forms of emotional neglect.
In a study conducted on a large group of college students, Şar et al.\(^4^\) demonstrated that emotional neglect predicted a dissociative disorder (including DID) diagnosis. Krüger and Fletcher\(^2^7\) demonstrated that self-reported emotional neglect by biological parents or siblings in childhood was the strongest individual predictor of an adult diagnosis of a dissociative disorder (including DID) in psychiatric patients (out of all other combinations of abuse type and abuser-abused relational ties).

Some data and theory suggest that disorganized attachment style may also underpin the development of DID.\(^4^0\)–\(^4^5\) Bowlby\(^4^6\) proposed that inadequate care-seeking interactions with primary caregivers could lead the infant to develop multiple internal representations of self and attachment figures (which he called internal working models [IWM]). Main and Hesse\(^4^7\) identified disorganized attachment developing from a relational context where the child who is seeking safety and comfort is frightened by the caregiver whom the child is pursuing for soothing or the child frightens the caregiver, thereby impeding connection. Contradictory IWM develop to represent the caregiver as dangerous and safe at the same time. These models activate in contexts of abuse to motivate protection from the same caregiver to whom safety seeking is also sought. Early-onset abuse and/or neglect by a relational figure is associated with disorganized attachment (and disorganized attachment may heighten the likelihood of abuse experiences). Hence, disorganized attachment may provide a foundation for DID.\(^4^0\),\(^4^8\)

DID patients often feel very isolated/lonely, in the sense that they believe they are the only one in the universe who is “different” from others and that they do not understand themselves. Hence, they experience depersonalization and derealization that may go back to their childhood.\(^4^9\) DePrince et al.\(^5^0\) found that alienation was the only cognitive appraisal variable to differentiate DID from PTSD. While the groups had similar appraisals of shame, betrayal, self-blame, anger, and fear, the DID participants had higher appraisal of themselves as experiencing alienation. This construct is associated with feeling alone, disconnected, and different.

Abuse and neglect may activate feelings of alienation, isolation, and loneliness, and such experiences may compound the impact of trauma and the development and maintenance of DID. If the necessary relational support to enable constructive processing of specific abuses is absent, the child is impeded in their ability to make sense of these experiences through narrative and the containment of the affective states activated, thus inhibiting the integration of the abuse with other autobiographical experiences. Consequently, the representations of abuse/neglect experiences remain isolated from integration, and with further incidences and isolation, the child’s ability to develop an ordinary sense of self-in-relation-to-others, based on a coherent narrative that includes the abuse experiences, is impeded and dissociative identities may begin to form. Interpersonal and internal phobias (e.g., phobias of other dissociative identities) then interfere with cooperation toward change, integration, and growth.\(^4^1\),\(^5^2\)

High hypnotizability – itself a non-pathological, genetically derived capacity – has also been proposed to be a necessary diathesis for DID.\(^5^3\) Although patients with DID have higher hypnotizability than those with other mental disorders, higher hypnotizability is also found in patients with chronic refractory post-traumatic states in general.\(^4^4\)–\(^4^6\) Hence, data are required to determine the degree it represents a diathesis for DID that may reflect part of the biological contribution to the development of the disorder in the presence of other necessary factors.

**Family, society, and culture**

DID can be found in all cultural settings.\(^5^7\) Cultural processes influence the development and phenomenology of DID.\(^5^8\)\(^–\)\(^5^9\) The role of culture may be divided into two components: as the origin of trauma and as modifier of expression of the disorder. Although childhood abuse and neglect require the presence and actions of “perpetrators”, they can occur only in a suitable environment. This environment is characterized by denial, boundary violations, reality distortions, paranoia, narcissism, and dramatic posturing, which usually serves the purpose of maintaining the family structure. These features and dynamics may derive from psychological, relational, and economic needs of one or both of the parents, as well as oppressive traditions that do not allow a dissolution of marriage and other contextual issues in the family.\(^6^0\)

Dysfunctions in the family may partly originate from parents’ own traumatic antecedents that lead to inter-generational transmission of developmental stress as reported in the context of the “apparently normal (dissociative) family” by Öztürk and Şar.\(^6^1\) In their empirical study, family members of patients with DID and related dissociative disorders reported frequent mood swings, intense anger and inability to control anger, transient dissociative experiences or paranoid ideas, and identity confusion more frequently than controls. Some of these features were correlated with certain types of childhood trauma in this group. For example, frequent mood swings were associated with all types of childhood trauma except sexual abuse, and identity confusion was correlated with emotional abuse.\(^6^1\)
In such a family with subclinical dissociative characteristics, individuals can interchange their social roles over time, alternating between being a victim, abuser, and rescuer. Depending on their own traumatic past, or on their current interaction between each other and with their children, the parents may maintain trust and present themselves in a positive role (“angelic”, affectionate/compassionate parent), but they can turn to an abusive parenting style (angry, aggressive, insistent) at any time. The changing attitudes of their parents and the marital discord will often cause contradictory feelings within the children. Family members often feel trapped, first being unable to leave in the midst of a crisis as it is not safe. Then, they do not leave the family when the crisis is over and the need to escape has vanished, as the atmosphere becomes less threatening and more settled. Third, in an environment of neglect, chaos has vanished, as the atmosphere becomes less threatening and more settled.

Betrayal trauma (i.e., trauma perpetrated by someone the victim relies on, e.g., by a primary caregiver) is common in such family systems that are characterized by secrets and denial. Betrayal trauma theory suggests that dissociative amnesia is an adaptive response to childhood abuse that allows for survival by enabling the child to maintain attachment to an abusive figure who is also vital to his or her development. A recent study by Kaehler and Freyd found that higher betrayal traumas are associated with greater “borderline” characteristics that are common in DID as secondary features that do not necessarily point to an underlying personality disorder.

As a possible example of the influence of culture as a modifier of the expression of DID, in a comparison of Turkish and Dutch patients with DID, large differences existed between the two groups in meeting borderline personality disorder criteria. Namely, Turkish patients reported intense anger and lack of control of this emotion, chronic feelings of emptiness and boredom, efforts to avoid abandonment, and intense but unstable relationships more frequently than Dutch patients. In turn, Dutch patients reported frequent mood swings, physically self-damaging acts, identity confusion, and impulsive and unpredictable behavior more frequently than Turkish patients. While such differences seem to originate from cultural factors, some types of affect dysregulation, possibly independent of cultural environment, were common to both groups. In another study — possibly as an indicator of the relational nature of the local culture — Turkish adolescent outpatients with dissociative disorders (including DID) differed from non-dissociative psychiatric outpatients on heightened prevalence of concurrent separation anxiety disorder.

Families constitute a subsystem in the broader context of society and culture. As presented in a South African example of culture as modifier of the expression of DID, dissociation may help individuals or communities to survive in a world of conflicting messages, where conflict is often interpersonal/cultural/societal in nature, rather than primarily intrapsychic. The resultant fluctuating self-states — that might have been diagnosed as the dissociative identities of DID in a different cultural context — may be tolerated as normal expressions of societal conflict in a culture where conflicting ideologies pervade everyday life and where a normal sense of self is deeply dependent on a certain level of connectedness with others. Covering a subtler version of such systemic influence as well, Sar and Öztürk proposed a model of sociocognitive adaptation to developmental traumatization at the cost of internal detachment of the individual (“functional dissociation of the self”).

The so-called sociocognitive model of DID (e.g., Lynn et al) went beyond recognizing the influence of sociocognitive factors on the development and phenomenology of DID. This model suggested that media reports, a high level of social knowledge about DID, influential and suggestive therapists, as well as patients’ own suggestibility, cognitive distortions and fantasy proneness all led patients to believe (wrongly) that they had dissociative identities. This view of DID markedly contrasts with the post-traumatic model of DID (outlined earlier), which proposes that dissociative identities are the primary results of early trauma and the relational, cognitive, emotional, and neurobiological consequences of it (along with other related factors as outlined in this paper) rather than primarily the result of social and cognitive forces. Moreover, the presence of sociocognitive forces does not provide any proof for iatrogenesis. Yet, sociocognitive and trauma models are not entirely contradictory, as the trauma model, e.g., argues that social and cultural factors influence the presentation, but not typically the creation, of dissociative identities. In fact, societal conditions themselves may also be the source of traumatic antecedents as observed in oppressive communities and traditions.
Cognitive etiological models and factors

Memory and the construction of self-identity are cognitive processes that appear markedly and centrally disrupted in DID, such that the discriminating symptoms of the disorder are the experience of amnesia for autobiographical events and the presence (or experience) of non-integrated, dissociative identities. Consequently, cognitive processes are implicated in the etiology of DID. The way cognition is organized and the appraisals and beliefs associated with what autobiographical information is available for retrieval may give rise to dissociative identities and amnesia between them. The development of a sense of self is predicated on the collection of life experiences that are encoded as occurring to the self. Thus, the construction of self is underpinned by episodic and semantic autobiographical memories laid down with autonoetic consciousness (i.e., this experience happened to me, and when I remember, it has the felt sense that I experienced it).

As such, an apparent etiological feature of dissociative identities is associated with the breakdown between encoding experienced events (i.e., the functioning of the human memory system) and perceiving ownership of those events as part of autobiographical experience (i.e., self-referencing the events). That is, there is a breakdown between memory and sense of self. Dissociative identities have their origin in memories of experienced events being owned or feeling like they relate to self in some identities but not others. Thus, different identities draw on, and feel ownership of, 1) different memories, 2) different aspects of the same experience, or 3) overlapping memories/experiences with different appraisals and narratives. Dissociative identities and the different bundles of owned memorized experience that characterize them may differ markedly from each other on lower order characteristics, such as physiological arousal (e.g., heart and respiration rate, blood pressure), affective tone, and neurobiological correlates (e.g., dominant brain activation), and higher order characteristics, such as the ability to have ownership of lived experiences, as well as appraise and narrate them.

Dissociative identities

Kennedy et al have elucidated a cognitive perspective on the etiology of DID, drawing on the work of Beck. Beck proposed that the personality is made up of “modes”, which contain cognitive, affective, behavioral, and physiological representations or schema for encoding experience and responding to internal and environmental demands. For example, a woman may have a “mother” mode that contains how she thinks, feels, behaves, and gets physiologically activated when caring for her child. These modes and the schema that make them up are mobilized by cues detected by what Beck called “orienting schema”, which appraise the internal and external landscape.

Cues identified by the orienting schema to indicate the requirements of child care will initiate, for instance, the mother mode. Under normal circumstances, this mode will be connected with other modes, such as the mode processing and responding to demands about the woman’s job or modes associated with defensive operations such as verbal aggression. All these modes are umbrellaed under the “conscious control system” that provides a means of unifying the multiple modes into a more integrated sense of self (i.e., a sense of “I” who has multiple ways of being and negotiating the world, via different modes or different “Me’s”). DID arises when modes become decoupled and exist in smaller, more isolated pockets (e.g., modes associated with relationship functioning, being a mother, and being a partner become decoupled from modes associated with occupational functioning). This decoupling creates multiple conscious control systems that capture the different and discontinuous arrays of modes, each having their own way of representing that aspect of self, based on the modes that make them up. The etiology of DID then, from a cognitive perspective, is related to the more enduring decoupling or dissociation of the association between modes and the development of different or unique first-person perspectives, or separate senses of self, based on the make-up of these non-coupled clusters of modes.

Amnesia

Attempts to account for amnesia reported across different dissociative identities in clinical practice initially drew on state-dependent memory phenomena as more controlled research began investigating memory anomalies across different identities. State-dependent memory refers to the superior recall of information encoded and retrieved in the same emotional state. Alternatively, it is the process by which an individual fails to remember mundane information (e.g., where they left their phone) because they encoded the experience (putting their phone on the mantelpiece) in a different state of mind to that in which they are trying to retrieve the information. They may have encoded the information in a highly aroused state following a conflict with their partner and now in a calm state are attempting to find their phone.

Perhaps, the most elaborated framework of this theory for dissociative disorders is encompassed in Putnam’s discrete behavioral states model. He argues that initially
through biological decrees (need to feed, sleep) and then through experience (e.g., exposure to traumatic stress), different behavioral states come online and/or develop to support survival and promote adaptation to the environment.\(^{18}\) These behavioral states differ not only in their manifest behavior (e.g., sleeping, feeding, socializing, escaping danger via fleeing) but also in all other psychophysiological dimensions, including arousal level, heart rate, motivation, affective tone, thought patterns and content, appraisals, and brain area activation.

Putnam\(^{75}\) argues that trauma exposure leads to the development of discrete behavioral states that differ vastly in their psychophysiological make-up from other states of consciousness, giving rise to pathological dissociative symptoms and, in the most extreme case, dissociative identities. In the case of amnesia, it is proposed to be evident in situations where differences in state-dependent characteristics between encoding and retrieval are most distinct, so, e.g., retrieval failure when a state characterized by relatively minimal arousal is asked about an experience encoded in a high state of arousal (e.g., an episode of incestuous abuse).

In DID, amnesia across identities is accounted for by encoding in one identity that has a very different psychophysiological make-up than the identity attempting to retrieve the information. As a result, amnesia would be predicted to be more likely across identities that are vastly different in their biopsychosocial characteristics. This theory draws on mechanisms evident in normal cognitive functioning (i.e., state-dependent memory) to explain amnesia across dissociative identities. It is proposed to account for findings in research that suggested that information encoded in one dissociative identity may not be available in a dissociative identity reporting amnesia for that information.\(^ {81}\)

Recent research examining amnesia across dissociative identities has required an elaboration of earlier theories in an attempt to address the etiology of amnesia in dissociative identities. This work has found, at least in patients presenting for treatment, that memories residing in another dissociative identity for which amnesia is perceived are actually available for retrieval or at least on objective assessment appear accessible.\(^ {82}\) This has prompted the question of whether amnesia across identities in DID is a cognitive process (i.e., associated with encoding characteristics and/or retrieval anomalies) or a metacognitive process (e.g., no encoding or retrieval deficits but a belief that content is not available). This latter explanation attempts to account for findings that representations of experience in memory appear to be accessible for retrieval in dissociative identities that believe they have no memory of such material.

Metacognitive processes, or more specifically metamemory processes, are involved in the monitoring, control, and appraisal of memories. They monitor for memories that fit goal-directed aims and assess them for subjective accuracy (e.g., the confidence in which the details retrieved feel accurate), they control which information is best to volunteer, and they subjectively appraise the ability to remember.\(^ {83}\)

Huntjens et al draw on metacognitive processes to account for recent empirical findings, suggesting that amnesia in DID is not the result of being unable to access information but the result of believing that such information is inaccessible. She and her colleagues argued that, “[m]etamemory problems may lead patients not to acknowledge correctly retrieved material, which is believed to ‘belong’ to other identities, or indeed choose an incorrect answer alternative following the belief that the correct answer alternative cannot be known if the material that one is tested for was learned [or experienced] by another identity”\(^ {84}\). The etiology of interidentity amnesia from this perspective is a metamemory belief that the material is unavailable rather than it being unavailable.\(^ {85}\) It resides in metamemory processes rather than in deficit memory functions. Consequently, the etiology of dissociative amnesia across identities may lie in information being encoded in a state (i.e., identity) that the retrieving identity, 1) believes they have no access to, and therefore gives up the search for such information, despite its availability, 2) appraises retrieval success as minimal, or 3) monitors with no confidence that retrieved information belongs to the self and therefore discards it.

While it remains to be examined empirically, the reported experience of amnesia across identities in DID may have its origin in retrieval states (i.e., dissociative identities) being psychobiologically distinct from encoding states (i.e., different dissociative identities). Such state-dependent processes may disrupt the search for and appraisal of encoded information (i.e., metamemory processes).

**Neurobiology of DID**

Studies on the neurobiology of DID are in their infancy. They have focused mainly on two issues: differences between dissociative identities within patients with DID\(^ {86}\) and differences between patients with DID and controls (the controls being either healthy subjects or other psychiatric patients). There are both structural and functional neuroimaging findings that demonstrate differences between dissociative patients and non-clinical populations. However, the specificity of these
findings for DID would hinge on future comparisons with patients with other psychiatric disorders and whether the structural anomalies, e.g., are a cause or consequence of DID.

In positron emission tomography (PET) studies, when compared to a dissociative identity focused on the tasks of daily living, a dissociative identity focused on trauma memories and defensive operations showed increased cerebral blood flow in the amygdala, insular cortex, somatosensory areas in the parietal cortex, and the basal ganglia, as well as in the occipital and frontal regions and anterior cingulate. In a subsequent PET study, healthy controls simulating distinct dissociative identities were unable to reproduce the same network patterns as the DID patients. In the quantitative electro-encephalogram (QEEG) study by Lapointe et al, variability between identity states involved mostly beta activity in the frontal and temporal lobes. Hopper et al demonstrated that the average alpha coherence on QEEG was lower for “alter” identities than for “host” identities (i.e., the identity predominantly engaging with the external world) in five DID patients in some temporal, frontal, parietal, and central regions.

In an functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, women with DID and matched healthy female actors were compared in their responses (assessed both in “host” and “emotionally laden” dissociative identities) when consecutively exposed to masked neutral and angry faces. Differences between “host” and “emotionally laden” identities in DID patients and between DID and simulating controls were generally larger for neutral than angry faces. In DID, compared to “host”, “emotionally laden” dissociative identities were associated with more activation of the parahippocampal gyrus. Following neutral faces and compared to the “emotionally laden” identity in controls, “emotionally laden” identity in DID had more activation in brainstem, face-sensitive regions, and motor-related areas. There were neither significant within-group differences nor significant between-group differences in state anxiety. Controls were not able to simulate genuine “host” and “emotionally laden” dissociative identities.

A structural MRI study established that DID patients have smaller hippocampi and amygdalae than normal controls. Ehling et al also found reduced volumes in the parahippocampal gyrus of individuals with DID and strong correlations between reduction of parahippocampal volume and both cognitive-emotional and sensorimotor dissociation, in comparison with normal controls. In two single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) studies, DID patients exhibited orbitofrontal hypoperfusion in comparison with normal controls conducted in “host” identities. Bilaterally increased perfusion in prefrontal regions and occipital areas accompanied this in one of these studies. In the other one, the “host” identity showed increased perfusion in the left (dominant hemisphere) lateral temporal region compared to healthy controls. This lateralization was not replicated in a follow-up study.

Notwithstanding the possible effect of psychiatric comorbidity as a confounding factor (hence, it cannot be considered as specific to DID), the findings concerning orbitofrontal hypoperfusion do not seem to be at odds with the theoretical understanding of developmental neurobiology. Longitudinal neuroimaging studies suggest that the orbitofrontal cortex is one of the last regions in the brain to fully develop in humans. A tensor-based morphometry investigation indicates that orbitofrontal cortex volumes are smaller in children who have suffered early aberrant parental care in the form of physical abuse and that these volumetric alterations are associated with difficulties children experience in various aspects of their social lives. The orbitofrontal cortex is a key component of a circuit that aids in adaptation to changing environmental contingencies and plays an important role in the control of emotion and motivational states. In this regard, Schore proposed that there is a relationship between the development of the orbitofrontal cortex, emotion regulation, and attachment. In accordance with these observations and based on a neurodevelopmental approach, Forrest proposed an “orbitofrontal model” for DID, which integrates and elaborates on theory and research from four domains: the neurobiology of the orbitofrontal cortex and its protective inhibitory role in the temporal organization of behavior, the development of emotion regulation, the development of the self, and experience-dependent maturation of the orbitofrontal cortex. This model hypothesizes that the orbitofrontal cortex plays a critical role in the development of distinct mental states (i.e., dissociative identities) due to its inhibitory functions.

**Conclusion and directions for future research**

Understanding the etiology of DID requires integration of trauma exposure, coping, cognitive, neurobiological, systemic, and developmental factors. These include traumatic experiences, family dynamics, child development, and attachment. DID develops when a child is exposed to chaos, coercion, and overt severe physical and/or sexual abuse or, alternatively, to “apparently normal” dissociative families often with subtle neglect, disorganized attachment to caregivers, and misattuned communication styles. While the role of the child’s biological capacity to dissociate to an extreme level is unclear yet, there is evidence demonstrating the neurobiological impact of developmental stress. The
latter converges around an impairment of connectivity in the central nervous system in affected individuals. From a psychological point of view, multiple self-states that do not become integrated over time allow the child to compartmentalize trauma-related cognitions and overwhelming and conflicting feelings of betrayal, terror, love, and shame.\textsuperscript{13,17} Further states into a coherent or relatively integrated self according to the child is unable to integrate discrete behavioral and emotional states into a coherent or relatively integrated self according to the appropriate sociocultural construction of self.\textsuperscript{17,100} Further research on the etiology of DID should be able to link clinical and empirical dimensions while considering the four domains addressed in this paper: i.e., developmental traumatization, family and sociocultural factors, cognitive functioning, and neurobiological anomalies.
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